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Abstract: 

'Ve describe here simulation elements and results of a new kind of 3D Vision Machine. for 

pre-processing in 3D Object & movement analysis. using the biological concept of the Cortical 

COIUIlUl Paradigm in the primary visual area. The target machine is primarily dedicated to image 

compression for Telecommurucation of1V, HDTV. and 3D TV. but can also be used for automatic 

modelling. digitizing, robotics or medical applications. 

Introduction: 

3D Image Analysis has been studied in some depth over the years, usmg algoritlunic 

procedures. Some interesting results are now being achieved, but the problem as a whole (LE with 

naturaL unknown 3D scenes) remains unsolved However the Human Visual system is able to 

analyse and extract 3D objects and movements. Hardware implementations have been proposed for 

artificial retinas. 'Ve present here hardware simulation elements and results to map the properties of 

the primary visual area , which could be used in a general way for pre-processing. robotics . image 

analysis . image synthesis (i.e. for digitizing images) . and for Telecommunication 8:. storage 

retrieval problems such as image compression. As NeuroScience knowledge is constantly improving. 

it now seems to be possible to design a VLSI chip set which could pelt'oml in real time some of tlle 

main f WICtiOllS of the primary visual cortex. 

Such a machine is currently simulated at the CCETf and is based on a model of cortical 

colwnns [Bw-lIod 88] and a 3D real time image synthesis machine [Lcray 81: Leray 85]. 

This machine consists of 4 layers defined by their P11mary Index: 

1: Pixels. 2: Zones (or Hyperpolygons: which consists of a set of perceptually homogeneous 

zones of pixe1s.), 3 : Objects and 3 : Prototypes. 

1/ The Pixe! Level : 

is a pre-processing, multi -scale pyramidal hardware which computes spatia-temporal filteri.ng 

models of primary visual areas (V 1 in particular) . In tins paper. an extended concept of the 

conventional pixel is called Hyperpixel: In the brain, images recei "ed OIl the retina are transfonned 

with elementary functions or filters in the cortical maps, which generate other infom1ation. Hen: the 
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information extracted from a given retinal zone (receptive fields) IS an hyperpixel: A set of 

Hyperpixels is an Hyped\'1ap: 

These elementary fUIlctions which are biologically performed in the visual c0l1ex can be 

sununarized as: i Spatial Functions: 2D Gabor Filter . (First and second order derivatives) and ii 

temporal fWlctions (temporal derivatives or cOITelations between like features shifted in time and 

sopace). Each fUIlction is computed at 5 spatial resolutions . and 5 temporal resolutions. Spatial & 

temporal resolutions are directly linked and are simultaneously decreasing. 

-Suppose we define a N*N pixel image on the input layer: 2 images at t & Hi are stored. because 

high spatial resolution does not need a large number of successi ve images. 

-At scale s . we will have N /4 s hyperpixels stored for each image. and the resolution on the temporal 
axis will be 4~ * 33 mS. 

At this level s . we store 45 images for temporal information. 

Each hyperpixel can be extracted according to different resolutions \\~th the use of a special 

addressing mode in one memOJ.Y cycle: 

At each level . effective address is shifted by 2 in both X and Y direction. Each processor can 

access a hlock of hyperpixels and hluIT the less significant hits for lowest resolutions. A glohal 

symmetry is achieved between X. Y resolution. and Time. Adjustable masks are stored at each level 

of the machine, and for each processor. A specific training process can be used in order to adapt each 

mask interacti vely according to the lower hyperpixels' activities. 

In this respect. masks can be modified and considered as synaptic weights . 

At tIus level, a superviser scans activities . and enables masks at the upper levels to be 

changed. 

The first layer uses Gabor Oliented Filters (Product of a Gaussiall by a sinus) and Laplacian filters . 

The results are stored in a set of Hyperpixels . 

From G:1l15si:m and Laplaeian'> filter'> wc C'xtraet at tlu,> !et,cl C'urvaturcs , which arc dirC'ctly 

related to tile Attention Points: These points correspond to highly infom1ative zones of the picture. 

Let: L = Laplat:Ien; K = (u1Ui<.lxl - ulU/uyljil. Tltdal = l J1An; (;u::; (uU/uxjl /Urathenl): 'l'heL<::L. = 
1I2Arccos d~G/(b.:dyiR: 

The Curvature C is defined by: 

C = (L+R*cos(2*Theta~ - 2 "'Theta 1 + PI!2»/Gradient 

Attention points are defined by Hyperpixels having a strong C activity. 

At tIus level perceptive grouping is also perfonned , wluch gives a first estimation of 

homogeneous textures. Perceptive grouping can be modelJed by an iterative process taking 

into account the successive modification of the model's filter columns activity. At each image 

at time t. the activity Aj of the Hyperpixel with the index j can be expressed as follows: 

AP) = Aj(t- l) + Ii=1.4 (<P(c. Ci)* Aji(t-l) 
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<D: flmction of 2 COlUIllilS 

21 The upper le\'els, which analyse images with wlknown coeffIcients: 

- The hyperpolygon (Zone) le\'el , 

The Object level. which is set of hyperpolygons. At tIus level , objects are viewpoint 

dependent. 

- The prototype (or Label) level \...,mch is a collection of objects viewpoint independant. 

31 A reconstruction module which draws 2D or 3D areas. 

At each level of the system., a reconstruction process is used: (feedback image synthesis) 

Reconstructed Image is compared with analysed image. 

General Scheme of a Coding system: 

At each le\' el the Cubicort maciuue is composed of: 

- An input Hypelmap for the input Image (Feedforward Process) 

- An Hypercolurrm for the Hyperpixel process, and directed by the Primary Index 

Basically the Hypercolumn is built \vith a set of Multiplier/Accwnulators , and a learning 

block which concatenates by a bi-linear function the different results obtained by other Cohmm Index 

and other layers: 

- An output HyperMap for the output (reconstructed) Image (Feedback process) 

- The associated Hypercolumn. 

Such a system can be used as a coding machine, a similar macJune beeing used for the 

decoding process: the links between them being ouly the activities variations of the diiferent 

hyperpixels. Such a system can combine low and high level analysis and reconstHlction. 

But with tlus approach. we do not need the complete implementation of the 4 levels: For 

example, the filters used at the first level are roughly equivalent to the DCT, Sub-band or 'Wavelet 

Coding Algoritlulls. 

~..-foreover. perceptive grouping and Order ofPIiority of infonnati\'e zones defined by attention 

points already constitute a key element for coding enhancements: For these zones we can use standard 

coding schemes such as D .CT. (!vlPEG). according to the speed of the region: tlle smaller the speed. 

the smaller tlle compressioIl ratio . 

Hardware Simulation: First results 

1 - Pre-processing hardware simulation: The goal is to accelerate the filtering process by the use of 

hardware :Multipliers/AccW1lUlators . 'Ve ha\'e now entirely simulated the first level. with 



the final paper). 

Conclusion: 

These simulation results are a flrst step towards knowledge based. Multiscale Vision Analysis 

systems which could be used in ultra-high compression schemes as for future teleconlImmication 

standards with IviPEG 4 . Attention points and perceptive grouping is a new key element for giving 

relative infom1ative importance to zones inside images. The Cortical approach is more a 

generalization ofDCT and Transform Coding Schemes. with a flne tuning. image dependent of the 

flltering coefflcients. and a cooperation of networks computing various J.:-iuds of visual infolTI1ation. 

As a symetric approach is used for AnalysisiSynthesis. such a machine could also be used for 

object digitization in Image Synthesis techniques. 
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